
In the beginning I was allergic to everything—except music.
My birth mother was from Boston. The only thing I know about 

her is that she asked a doctor to find me a new home. I have tried to dis-

cover who she was and what became of her, but she covered her tracks 

very well. My adoptive parents, Mabel Evelyn Chapin and Chester 

Fremont Colwell, were in their early forties. We lived in a modest house 

in the town of Winchester, a Boston suburb. I heard roosters crowing 

every morning, since our neighbor behind us had a barn. I smelled fresh 

hay when I raked the leaves with my dad.

Chester was an engineer for 

Cuneo Press of New England/

Ginn & Company publishers 

in nearby Cambridge, one of 

the most successful high school 

and college textbook printers in 

America. Mabel was an artist and 

housewife. Their only biological 
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Me, age nine
Credit: © Cerphe Archive
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when I got to prep school, but I eventually learned that it’s better not to 

scratch certain itches.

All that smoking, paint fumes, and a giant bowl of chocolate ice cream 

after most meals didn’t seem to hurt my dad any. Pop lived to be ninety-

one and was going strong right to the end, proving something I’d sur-

mised years earlier. Chet was the exception, not the rule. And then there 

was my mother’s devotion to hand-painted china. She had a very active 

kiln and elevated its use in our home from a hobby to a local home-grown 

business. Large boxes of plain white china arrived from Europe several 

times a year to be hand-painted and fired. We had a big table where stu-

dents—young women like herself—came for lessons. They paid a small 

fee to learn how to decorate and bake china. It was a serious process that 

included dipping china in acid. Dad helped with this dangerous process, 

and his protective gear gave him the Dr. Frankenstein look. Dad installed 

Mabel, Chet, and me. The Colwells, 1978
Credit: © Cerphe Archive/Robert A. Salazar 
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his first piano lessons from a Mrs. Clinkscales. You can’t make this up.) 

Bob Marley—with Eric Clapton’s help—shot the sheriff and introduced 

reggae to an international audience. Edgar Winter’s “Frankenstein” 

galumphed to the Number 1 spot on the Billboard 100. Pink Floyd 

released Dark Side of the Moon. A double-billed Grateful Dead and 

Allman Brothers concert rocked RFK Stadium.

With shoulder-length hair and making $125 a week, I was “broad-

casting from high atop the Triangle Towers” in Bethesda, Maryland, 

from 7:00 p.m. to midnight. It was my third year of an eight-year run 

helping the ’HFS mission to expose listeners to progressive music.

The artists we were playing at the start of 1973 included Little Feat, 

the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, Tom Waits, Mahavishnu Orchestra, 

Bruce Springsteen, Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee, Paul Horn, Jerry 

Jeff Walker, The Allman Brothers Band, Jean-Luc Ponty, Emmylou Harris, 

Leo Kottke,  Eric Dolphy, and the Steelyard Blues movie soundtrack. The 

price for any one of the entire stock of 45 rpm singles at nearby Record 

City on Fairmont Ave was fifty-five cents each.

Early on at ’HFS I emceed a Leon Russell concert at the old Painters 

Mill venue in Owings Mill, Maryland. Elton John was the opening act. 

Elton was basically the new guy open-

ing for Leon, who had been a studio 

musician for years but became a big 

deal after after George Harrison’s 

Concert for Bangladesh. I took pic-

tures of Elton backstage. I really 

liked his early music. Tumbleweed 
Connection is a masterpiece. Critics 

Elton John at Painters Mill Music Fair, 
1973.
Credit: © Cerphe Colwell/Cerphe 
Archive
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club. My sandwich wasn’t a big hit back then. It came and went. I wish it 

had been a tofu burger.

Upstairs in the main banquet room you could get cloth napkins 

and Beef Wellington. The earliest print ads in the Washington Post and 

Evening Star before live music would just advertise “The Childe Harold: 

Beef Wellington” along with the phone number. I wish I could confirm 

the food quality, but hey, now I’m a vegetarian.

Wild Bill Heard
Childe Harold owner, William Augustin Heard Jr., born September 2, 

1931, was a hard-living, chain-smoking, whiskey-drinking raconteur. 

After hours, Wild Bill, as he was called, sometimes with Washington Post 
writer Nicholas von Hoffman in tow, held court with friends, staff, and 

lucky insiders. Galliano liqueur and Dom Perignon would sometimes 

flow until 7:00 a.m. Survivors would end up in the kitchen eating the 

cheesecakes.

Bill’s sandwich was appropriately named the “Wild Billy Burger,” a 

filet mignon on an English muffin with Béarnaise sauce on the side.

“Wild Bill” was a big guy at six 

foot two and two hundred pounds, 

with a loud, gravelly voice. He was an 

ex-Army paratrooper and one-time 

racecar driver. An amateur guitarist, 

he earned his local reputation as an 

out-of-control brawler at other DC 

bars. He was kicked out of numer-

ous bars until he invested inherited 

money from the John Deere fortune to 

buy his own place. He wanted a place 

of his own where he could drink and 

hang out with musicians.
Wild Bill.
Credit: © Bob Coleman 
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There was nothing pretentious 

about them. The two African 

American guys in the band (Clemons 

and Sancious) were very cool. 

Seeing a multiracial band was the 

exception to the rule back then. It 

was refreshing for me because they 

were great players. Today David 

Sancious plays in Sting’s band, hav-

ing left Bruce’s band at the begin-

ning of the Born to Run sessions to pursue solo and other projects.

I introduced myself to Bruce with some small talk about how much I 

liked the album and added:

“Hey, you want to be on the radio for an interview?”

“Yeah!” Bruce quickly shot back.

Bruce agreed to swing back to DC in a few days. He’d bring the band 

and some instruments and do a radio concert. I was elated.

I learned that Bruce was concerned then about record sales. 

Greetings from Asbury Park, NJ ended up selling only 25,000 copies in 

the first year. Bruce had studied the band business well. His talent was 

matched by his ambition. He knew that “good” is never good enough 

for the record companies. Even if you’re Number One, you haven’t 

been Number One long enough. His early knack for understanding the 

business of rock and roll, along with his practice of handing out band 

pay in the early gig days, is one reason he earned the nickname “The 

Boss.”

Just two weeks before the Childe Harold gigs, Bruce had begun 

recording his second album, The Wild, the Innocent & the E Street Shuffle. 
It was released later that year in September, with very positive reviews 

The Boss, in 1973.
Credit: © Paul Kasko 
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shot back, “Well, the next time you see me you’re going to be paying ten 

bucks.”

In October, 1973 I was very pleased to receive a letter from Bruce’s 

manager, Mike Appel. He wrote, “Just a short note of thanks for all the help 

you have given us with the promotion of Bruce Springsteen’s album. . . .  

You have been playing “Kitty’s Back” heavily. For that, we can’t thank 

you enough. As you know it is extremely difficult to break a new artist on 

the air. An artist such as Bruce needs that extra airplay so that it is pos-

sible to show a great amount people what extraordinary talent he really 

is. Again, our thanks for your being so instrumental in the success of our 

artist.”

I was invited to hang at the Record Plant in New York City dur-

ing a recording session for Bruce’s fourth album Darkness on the Edge 
of Town. I got a chance to watch his second drummer, “Mighty” Max 

Weinberg, hit a single drumbeat over and over as the engineers tried 

to tweak the sound. Over and over. This didn’t impress my girlfriend, 

Alice, that much.

Max joined the E Street Band in 1974 when original drummer, 

Vini Lopez, departed. I started a great friendship with Steve Van Zandt 

at the studio when he came back to work in Bruce’s band in 1975. 

Years later, he would portray 

Tony Soprano’s consigliere, 

Silvio Dante, in HBO’s epic 

series The Sopranos. More 

on that later.

When I visited New 

York City in 1977, Clarence 

Clarence and me at Peaches 
Records, Rockville, Maryland. 
1983. 
Credit: © Eva K. Graham.
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Future of Rock
Ron Oberman was a music columnist for the Washington Star newspa-

per. He left the Star to become assistant director of publicity for Mercury 

Records when they were headquartered in Chicago. Ron’s brother, 

Michael, took over the column.

Ron went on to become the director of publicity for Columbia 

Records when Greetings from Asbury Park, NJ was released. Ron called 

his brother to let him know that Bruce would be playing the Childe 

Harold. Michael attended the show and said “hi” to Bruce.

“Oh man,” said Bruce. “You are Ron’s brother. You’ll have to be 

Little O.B. because Ron is Big O.B.”

After the Asbury record didn’t sell well, Columbia was ready to drop 

Bruce. As director of publicity, Ron was friends with many rock jour-

nalists, including Rolling Stone writer Jon Landau. Ron was very vocal 

on why Columbia should keep Springsteen. He touted Bruce to anyone 

who would listen to him, “We must keep Springsteen.”

So he invited Jon Landau to see Bruce live at Harvard Square, in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, on May 9, 1974. After the concert, Landau 

wrote a strong review of Springsteen’s show, including the famous quote, 

“I have seen the future of rock and roll and its name is Bruce Springsteen.”

Sell Out
From 1978 through 1985, 

the E Street Band start-

ing selling out Landover, 

Maryland’s Capital Centre, 

an 18,756-seat sports arena 

Getting out of the way after intro-
ducing Bruce. 1980.
Credit: © Jeffrey Snyder/ Cerphe 
Archive



Nineteen seventy-five wasn’t a good year for ex-Beatle George 

Harrison. He was reeling from harsh, negative reviews of his first 

(and only) solo American tour, including two shows at DC’s Capital 

Centre in December 1974, promoting Extra Texture (Read All About It), 
his sixth studio album.

George talked with reporters at the Los Angeles press conference that 

kicked off the 1974 tour. On the subject of The Beatles, he was pretty ada-

mant: “I can’t imagine The Beatles playing together again unless we were all 

broke,” he told the press. “Having 

played with other musicians now, I 

don’t even think The Beatles were 

that good. Paul’s a fine bass player, 

but he’s sometimes overbearing. 

Ringo’s got one of the best back-

beats in the business. I’d join a 

band anytime with John Lennon 

and Ringo. But I wouldn’t join a 

band with Paul McCartney. That’s 

not personal; it’s from a musician’s 

point of view.”

CHAPTER 6

Tea with George 
Harrison

George does a WHFS station ID.
Credit: © Joel Heiberger/Washington Post
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James received a let-

ter from Marsha Albert, 

a fifteen-year-old junior 

high school student from 

Silver Spring, Maryland, 

requesting that he play 

a record by an English 

group called The Beatles. James recalled, “I went to one of the people on 

our staff, Jo Wilson, and asked her how we could obtain a recording by 

this group. Jo knew a representative for British European Airways and 

after a phone call a stewardess brought it over on a flight the next day. 

Fred Fisk [a long-time broadcaster also at WWDC] and I listened to it. I 

thought it was interesting but Fred didn’t like it at all.”

James then called Marsha and asked her to come to the studio to 

introduce the record. “She was scared to death. I wrote out an introduc-

tion for her and at 5:15 p.m. December 17, Marsha said, “Ladies and 

gentlemen, for the first time in America, The Beatles singing “I Want to 

Hold Your Hand.” The switchboard lit up like the proverbial Christmas 

tree. The listeners just went wild. It was spontaneous combustion.”

James played the record every day for a week, fading it down in the 

middle to say, “This is a Carroll James exclusive,” so the other stations 

couldn’t steal it.

Executives at Capitol Records in New York who had signed The 

Beatles to a contract were planning to release 200,000 copies of the 

record to the American market early in 1964. News of the record’s suc-

cess in Washington reached New York, and Capitol moved the release 

Presenting Carroll with a 
Capital gold record on the 
twentieth anniversary of 
The Beatles in DC, Wax 
Museum, 1984.
Credit: © Cerphe Archive
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We had loud disagreements and 

frequent battles. It wasn’t always per-

sonal, since he yelled at everyone. 

A sign on his door read, if he ain’t 

yellin’ he ain’t sellin’. No mat-

ter where you were at the station—

a soundproof studio or the men’s 

room—you could hear when Jake 

was mad. I wasn’t used to working, 

period, let alone working with some-

one so much larger than life. He also 

had the charming habit of taking the 

business card of someone he met for 

the first time, and using it to pick his 

teeth while the person’s jaw dropped.

Once I had returned from doing an exclusive interview with the ultra-

cool artist Robert Palmer, who had left his critically acclaimed group, 

Vinegar Joe, for a solo career. Palmer had a hit song with “Sneaking 

Sally Through the Alley,” with a then-unknown backing band, Little 

Feat. I lugged a newly purchased tape recorder backstage for the inter-

view. Palmer was surrounded by hot women after the show, much like 

his 1986 video “Addicted to Love.” I really wasn’t experienced with 

the new, complicated tape recorder. I returned to the station with what 

I thought was a great coup. Unfortunately, your buddy, Cerphe, wasn’t 

the most savvy technical expert in town.

The next day, I played the Palmer interview on my show, but the 

sound was muffled. It actually really sucked, but “Hey now, it’s Robert 

Palmer!” I thought.

Jake came barreling into my studio. He was returning from one of his 

three-plus martini lunches at the Chase restaurant on Jennifer Street. He 

had heard the poor sound quality of my interview and was fuming.

Robert Palmer. Getting ready to 
sneak Sally through the alley, 1975.
Credit: Big Al Sevilla / All Access 
Photography
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The New York Post’s late rock journalist Al Aronowitz wrote a long 

article about ’HFS when Jake hired Murray the K to join the staff. His 

description of the studio made it sound like an opium den. It wasn’t 

quite like that.

Aronowitz is probably best remembered for introducing marijuana to 

The Beatles. It was on August 28, 1964, that Al brought Bob Dylan and 

The Beatles together at New York City’s Hotel Delmonico. Al claimed 

it was his stash and The Beatles had never tried it. Ringo has confirmed 

Al’s story and said that John asked him to be his “royal taster.”

In the studio, we had one turntable to the left and two to the right. 

Above the turntables on the right was a stack of new albums. This was 

the new stuff, and 99 percent of that music wasn’t being played in other 

US markets. Our music library was a walk-in closet.

(L to R) Me, Weasel, David Einstein, Josh Brooks, Damian Einstein, and Thomas 
Grooms.
Credit: © Cerphe Archive
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still do it with the best of them. He was electric and extremely charismatic. 

He’d come out with that little straw hat on, and V-neck sweater. Tight 

pants. Beatle boots. I wished I had that much talent that I could flaunt.”

When we asked Johnny today what he remembers about the early 

WHFS years, he said: “I first heard about a radio station that had ‘The 

Weasel.’ Then I heard they had ‘The Weasel’ and ‘The Surf.’ But when I 

finally tuned in, the music reminded me of what we were trying to do in 

my previous job at KYA in San Francisco: play local music and build an 

audience. For KYA, the local musicians included Janis Joplin, Jefferson 

Airplane, and the Grateful Dead.”

Weasel
Weasel got his overnight radio spot in 1973. I was doing evenings, and 

he’d follow me, so I saw him for a few minutes each night for many years 

as we traded shifts. Sometimes we’d banter on-air and sometimes we just 

nodded to each other.

Weasel was very creative. It was in his DNA. He would put 

together very inventive and often inspired set lists at ’HFS. Since 

Weasel was on overnight, he could go on and on unrestrained. And 

he had a very unusual voice. Very un-radiolike.

We both grew up listening to 

East Coast radio. Weasel’s early 

radio influence included John 

Zacherle, who found big success 

as a spoofy Count Dracula–style 

character. His 1958 “Dinner with 

Drac” song was a novelty hit. As 

we write this book, he’s still alive 

and well at age ninety-seven.

With Jonathan “Weasel” Gilbert in 2015.
Credit: © Stephen Moore
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In today’s radio, you might have fourteen seconds to talk, but with-

out constraints the ’HFS staff could go on for fourteen minutes or longer. 

Weasel could pull that off. He might see fingerprints on the studio glass 

and turn that observation into a monologue with music that went for an 

hour. This is a tricky thing to pull off. You never want to alienate listeners 

with too much talking, but Weasel was able to find the sweet spot by pair-

ing good stories with astonishing details and exceptional music.

He also has a mind like a steel trap. He can tell you what he had for 

breakfast eighteen Thanksgivings ago. However, he doesn’t have total 

recall. That was my dad ( joking).

Weasel lived in the Triangle Towers and still does. He would watch 

everything that came and went at ’HFS and knew everybody’s business.

Other than a few minutes of banter with Weasel when he followed 

me, I’d see him and my fellow jocks at Jake’s staff meetings. These were 

held a half-block from the studio at the Holiday Inn of Bethesda. The 

Margolius family were co-owners of both ’HFS and this Holiday Inn. We 

could use it for free, and Jake was always a fan of free.

Jake was in charge, so these meetings were mandatory. This was no 

benevolent dictatorship. He would always have an agenda. Low on the 

agenda would be food crumbs and coffee stains in the studio. High on 

the agenda would be switch-

ing our on-air shifts around. 

He’d play musical chairs with 

our schedule. And being Jake, 

he didn’t recognize air shifts 

the way Arbitron did: 6:00 to 

10:00 mornings, 10:00 a.m. to 

2:00 p.m. mid-day, 2:00 to 7:00 

afternoon drive, 7:00 p.m. to 

The one and only Jake Einstein. 
Credit: © Cerphe Archive



There was much to learn about 

music in those days. The 

’HFS staff were my catalyst. We’d 

turn each other on to the music 

that we were passionate about and 

that spoke to us. When I listen to 

tapes of us back in mid-1970s, I 

first think we sound so National 

Public Radio. We were serious 

about analyzing this music and 

sharing details like where it was 

recorded, who the bass player 

was, and so forth. And listeners 

responded favorably. They wanted 

to learn the details, too. This radio interest in detail tended to evaporate 

as time went on. It’s gone now. You won’t be hearing, “And yes, Mike 

Bloomfield was using Ernie Ball flat-wound guitar strings . . .” For this you  

need to search Facebook groups like 70s DC Area Music Scene.

Damian Riley Einstein was very much into and knowledgeable about 

the blues and Americana music (before it was called that). Damian was 

CHAPTER 8
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With Damian in 2013.
Credit: © Dan Rosenstein/Cerphe Archive



Lowell George, founding member of the band Little Feat, was a very 

exceptional musician. Born in Hollywood, his father raised chinchil-

las and sold their furs to movie studios. His father’s friends included 

Hollywood actor Wallace Beery and comedian W. C. Fields. Errol Flynn, 

the womanizing movie swashbuckler, lived next door.

Growing up with characters like these enabled Lowell to seem to 

know the story behind the story on everyone in Hollywood. He once told 

me that between scenes on the 

Wizard of Oz, the Munchkins, 

who had never been around so 

many other little people, did a 

whole lot more than represent 

the Lollipop Guild—they were 

having sex with each other at 

every opportunity. Someone 

on the crew would have to go 

around the set and round them 

up for the next take. Lowell liked 

to say, “They were getting it on 

big time” (drum shot). After he 

CHAPTER 10
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With Lowell George, 1979.
Credit: © Robert Sherbow / Cerphe Archive 
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told me this, The Wizard of Oz took on a whole new life and made me 

love my favorite film even more!

Lowell could write, play, and sing. You can usually find two of these 

qualities in a gifted musician, but rarely all three. In 1973, “Crocodile 

Rock,” by Elton John, and “Dueling Banjos” from the Deliverance 

movie soundtrack were the two songs dominating DC radio stations 

WPGC, WEAM, WEEL, and WINX: At ’HFS, it was “Dixie Chicken” 

by Little Feat.

I think the keys to the success of Little Feat were many: they had a 

rock and roll feel to their music that never relented and, in fact, intensi-

fied as they matured as a band. Then there were the syncopated, often 

quirky, Allen Toussaint–like New Orleans rhythms Lowell infused. The 

players added superbly crafted blues to the mix with Lowell’s stingingly 

sustained slide guitar leads and exuberant vocals, and they never lost 

their sense of humor. Frank Zappa’s drummer, Jimmy Carl Black (“the 

Lowell and me in 1977. 
Credit: © Robert Sherbow/Cerphe Archive
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with them. Lowell turned down the offers, which royally pissed off their 

recording company, Warner Brothers. Warner execs thought they were 

just throwing away these enormous opportunities for world exposure.

One of the first reviews that Little Feat got in DC was by Michael 

Oberman in the Evening Star: “Some of Lowell’s songs, like ‘Willin’, 
deal with trucks and life on the highway. Lowell says he likes to write 

about trucks ‘because here are these people who are caught—stuck just 

like you and I are stuck. And here’s this guy who enjoys himself, doing 

what he’s doing, driving trucks. He loves it.’ ”

Playing in the Band
Frankly, the band played the Washington area frequently because this was 

the center of their early popularity. While most of the country was slowly 

discovering them, DC became a Little Feat town. I saw them at a free con-

cert at West Potomac Park with Babe and other local bands, and many 

other shows, including opening for Bonnie Raitt and Paul Butterfield 

(l to r), Paul Barrere, me, Lowell George, Kenny Gradney, Richie Hayward, Bill Payne, 
and Sam Clayton’s knee. 
Credit: © 1975 Dave Nutteycombe 
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After Waiting for Columbus, Lowell was hospitalized. We didn’t 

know why. Following Columbus, Lowell produced the Grateful Dead’s 

Shakedown Street, and then began work on a solo album, Thanks I’ll Eat 
It Here.

This solo record received poor reviews, but Lowell toured it, includ-

ing at George Washington University’s Lisner Auditorium, and gave a 

strong performance. He came on my WAVA radio show to promote it. 

He looked awful that night. Bloated. His skin was yellow. We were all a 

bit startled. And worried.

The picture of Lowell pointing to the “Speedster” tag on my 

Porsche was taken after our WAVA interview. The next night, he played 

Lisner and returned to his $40 room at the Twin Bridges Marriott hotel 

in Arlington, Virginia. He had complained to his wife, Elizabeth, and 

road manager, Gene Vano, of chest pains after the show, and breathing 

problems later. But he told them he felt better the next morning. When 

Elizabeth and Gene returned to the room at 11:00 a.m., they found him 

Lowell, with my ‘57 Porsche Speedster, on the night before he died.
Credit: © Robert Sherbow/Cerphe Archive.
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unconscious. An ambulance was summoned, but he couldn’t be revived. 

The news was initially reported that he died from a heart attack, but it 

was later revealed to be a heroin overdose. So sad.

Mike Schreibman, Washington rock promoter and president and 

founder of the Washington Area Music Association (WAMA), and Lowell 

were close. Mike did booking and promotion for all of Little Feat’s local 

shows. Mike said at the time of his death that “Lowell was the most loyal 

person I have ever worked with. And in this business, that is rare.”

The following is the one of many ’HFS studio interviews I did with 

Lowell George. On this occasion, he brought along his friend, Linda 

Ronstadt, who was then recording what would become her first Number 1 

album, Heart Like a Wheel, at Silver Spring, Maryland’s Track Recorders 

studio. Lowell was helping Linda with the album, in particular her version 

With Lowell and Linda Ronstadt at Lisner Auditorium, 1975.
Credit: © Big Al Sevilla/All Access Photography



“Frank Zappa was my Elvis.”
—Matt Groening, creator of The Simpsons

In 1985, Tipper Gore, wife of Senator Al, and Susan Baker, wife of 

Treasury Secretary James, along with two other Washington wives, 

Pam Howard and Sally Nevius, 

joined forces to protect listeners 

against filthy rock lyrics.

Did anyone see this coming?

This “Washington Wives” 

consortium, monikers that 

reflected their prominent hus-

bands’ professions, started the 

Parents Music Resource Center 

(PMRC) a.k.a. “The Porn Wars” 

to propose and enforce a record 

labeling system that would identify 

records deemed to have “objec-

tionable lyrics” with a “Parental 

Guidance: Explicit Lyrics” sticker 

CHAPTER 11
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Them or Us?

My friend, Frank Zappa.
Credit: © Big Al Sevilla/All Access 
Photography
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So a few weeks later, I do an interview with this newspaper in 

Chicago, and I tell them this same story and they publish it. Tom opened 

his show a few days later with the newspaper with the story and tears 

it up. Hey, I’m sorry. I can’t help it if Tom Snyder has red spiders and 

wants to tell me how much money he makes.

Cerphe: What about these groupies, Frank?

Frank: [Laughs.]

Cerphe: When you did Freak Out, it was the first concept album; the 

first rock opera album, if you will.

Frank: One of the reasons for the history of that album was the pro-

ducer, Tom Wilson, unfortunately deceased now. He took the heat from 

the record company and was the one who actually spent the money that 

let us finish it.

Cerphe: With your film 200 Motels, you did some things we might 

almost expect to see from The Beatles. Lots of surrealism.

Frank: Ringo played me. And as far as some of the things that were 

done, it was the first time they were done. It was the first feature-length 

L-R: Frank, engineer Gary Kellgren, bassist Roy Estrada, producer Tom Wilson.
Credit: © Charles Steiner 



“They say that I have no hits and that I’m difficult to work with.
And they say that like it’s a bad thing.”

—Tom Waits

It came as no surprise to me that David Letterman ended his thirty-

three-year tenure as host of CBS’s The Late Show by including musi-

cian, actor, and Rock and Roll Hall of Famer Tom Waits as one of his 

final guests. Tom sang his song “Take One Last Look” and had some 

advice for the retiring Letterman: 

“Do some hard work so it looks 

like you’re busy. And be thankful 

you didn’t work as a tire salesman.” 

Waits told Dave, “It’s very hard to 

retire from a tire job. It sounds like 

you’re signing up again.” Tom’s 

always been a funny guy.

I first met Tom Waits when he 

joined me in studio after his 1973 

debut album Closing Time came 

out. Out of the chute he was already 

CHAPTER 12
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Glitter and Doom

Smokin’ Tom Waits. 
Credit: © Elliot Gilbert
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CSN weren’t Eric Clapton’s 

Cream, but they were the cream of 

three very successful sixties bands. In 

the Byrds, David Crosby’s harmony 

provided a distinctive element to lead 

singer Roger McGuinn’s 12-string 

guitar and his Dylanesque snarl. 

Likewise, Stephen Stills provided a 

strong lead voice and driving guitar to 

the original Buffalo Springfield. Both 

had penned hits and more experimen-

tal material in their previous groups.

In the Hollies, Graham, in his 

subtler way, provided a sonic pres-

ence on increasingly charming yet hooky music. He had balked when 

the Hollies wanted to record an album of Bob Dylan covers and then 

release a collection of past hits. Graham walked away from the band to 

keep “growing,” he said. Musicians he was listening to as he quit the 

Hollies were The Beatles, Brian Wilson, Donovan, and Frank Zappa.

I met Graham in the 1970s. I’m very grateful that I can call him a 

friend today. Here are a few things we discussed in an interview in 2013:

Cerphe: I was reminiscing about the last time you were in DC for 

the “Pray for Peace” events at the National Cathedral with Jackson 

Browne, David Crosby, Keb Mo, and Emily Sailors. What a wonderful 

event.

Graham Nash: It was very, very special. To be able to sing and play 

that kind of acoustic music in that cathedral was wonderful.

Cerphe: And you know something about cathedrals. How did you 

happen to be able to do that?

With Graham Nash at Lisner 
Auditorium with Smithsonian Asso- 
ciates, 2002.
Credit: © Cerphe Archive 
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In 1966, a white van driven 

by Stephen Stills and Richie 

Furay and an old hearse driven 

by Canadians Neil Young and 

Bruce Palmer passed in a Los 

Angeles traffic jam. They had 

all met before, but this chance 

encounter sparked the creation 

of Buffalo Springfield. Thirty-

one years later, Stephen Stills 

would become the first person 

to be inducted into the Rock and 

Roll Hall of Fame twice. And it 

happened on the same night in 

1997 for his work in with Buffalo 

Springfield and Crosby, Stills, 

and Nash. Really, you can’t make this stuff up.

Stills is a prodigious songwriter and musician whom I’ve followed 

ever since I brought a Buffalo Springfield album to my college draw-

ing class. He’s from Dallas, Texas, but his military upbringing took him 

many places while he was growing up. Living in Florida gave him a love 

for Latin rhythms. He graduated from high school in San Salvador. An 

avid sailor, he’s incorporated island rhythms to his compositions. He’s 

a Civil War buff. He’s a long-time liberal. He’s a multi-instrumentalist. 

Here’s an interview we did a few years ago:

Cerphe: Welcome back to the wicked town of Washington, DC, as my 

guest on Music Planet Radio.

Stephen: It’s wicked. You guys be careful.

Cerphe: I can talk politics with you all day long. But can we talk rock 

and roll?

Stephen and Neil. Note Neil’s ‘HFS 
allegiance. Credit: © Paul Kasko / Rock 
Paper Photo



Washington, DC, rocker Nils Lofgren joined me in studio in 1975 

at ’HFS. After four promising records, disappointing sales, and a 

farewell concert at the Kennedy Center, Nils had broken up his popular 

band, Grin, and gone solo. The then-twenty-two-year-old Nils returned 

to my radio show to share his first solo album on A&M records, Nils 

CHAPTER 14

Nils Lofgren: Believe

With Nils at the Hard Rock Cafe, DC, 2004.
Credit: © Cerphe Archive. 
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get to be a giant shaker. It’s a kind of a hypnotic thing that goes through 

your entire body. That’s why playing in Ringo’s bands and with Patti and 

others, I’ve really embraced this nonleader role.”

On the other side of that, I’ve noticed while watching Nils, especially 

on recent tours with the E Street Band, that he’ll step out and play, for 

example, the lead solo of the song “Tunnel of Love” two or three times 

longer than it’s on the record. The audience loves that, and I love watch-

ing Bruce and the band just enjoying Nils and his spectacular guitar work.

Old School
Cerphe: You released a new solo album, Old School, in 2014. Tell us 

about it.

Nils: After the last two years with two tours and back-to-back Bruce 

albums, I wanted to do something that was authentic for me. I was coming 

Nils sits in with Bruce at the Count Basie Theatre in Red Bank, New Jersey, 1983, 
one year before Nils joined the E Street Band. 
Credit: © Laura Balducci 



Steve Van Zandt is Bruce Springsteen’s E Street bandmate and crea-

tor and host of the amazing Underground Garage radio show, now 

syndicated to two hundred-plus terrestrial outlets and Sirius satellite 

CHAPTER 15

Little Steven:  
Wicked Cool

With Steven Van Zandt and my wife, Susan, at the Verizon Centre, DC, at the Bruce 
Springsteen concert, 2006. 
Credit: © Renegade Nation-Wicked Cool/Cerphe Archive 
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Crickets, Buddy Holly’s band. On February 14th, everybody wanted to 

start a band.

“For me, it all stemmed from the British Invasion. It started with 

George Harrison and Keith Richards, and then the three Yardbirds’ 

guitarists: Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck, and Jimmy Page. Through George, I 

learned about rockabilly guitarists like Scotty Moore, Carl Perkins, and 

Don Rich with Buck Owens’s band. Through Keith, I learned about all 

the blues guys.”

Steve helped define the “Jersey Shore” sound by founding, writ-

ing for, and producing the bar band Southside Johnny and the Asbury 

Jukes. Steve gained true cred when he created the iconic horn arrange-

ments, on the spot, for “Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out” during the Born to 

(L-R) Southside Johnny, Ronnie Spector, me, Steven Van Zandt, and Richie “La 
Bamba” Rosenberg at WHFS, 1977. 
Credit: © Big Al Sevilla/All Access Photography
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producing partner in the 1980s. You often saw Danny with fellow musi-

cians Lee Sklar on bass and Russ Kunkel on drums backing these artists. 

They call themselves “The Section.”

I first met him when he backed Jackson Browne during the record-

ing of Running on Empty. We talked about that show and other things 

recently.

Danny’s memories: “That was a tour with Jackson and our first 

show was at Red Rocks in Colorado. Merriweather was our second 

show, I believe. I had already played Merriweather that summer with 

James Taylor as had most of Jackson’s backing band, and in the seven-

ties with Crosby and Nash, and Linda Ronstadt. I knew that stage very 

well. And we really hit it on the Running on Empty show. Most of the 

live recordings on that album are from the one show. But the credit 

goes to Jackson for having the vision and the guts to make a live album 

of new material on the road. The audience responded brilliantly like 

The Section: (L-R) Lee Sklar, Danny Kortchmar, and Russ Kunkel rehearse for the 
Carole King–James Taylor Troubador Reunion Tour. 
Credit: © Elissa Kline 
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Private Parts
Howard’s production team contacted me when movie filming began 

for his Private Parts autobiography. They wanted to recreate the look 

of the DC 101 radio station, and I was happy to provide posters, but-

tons, and other artifacts from my collection to help them out. I even sent 

one of those plastic red hats that the band, Devo, wore. Everything was 

returned, insured, with a lovely thank-you note.

For many years, Howard would celebrate his birthday by broadcast-

ing from the storied Tavern on the Green restaurant in Manhattan. I was 

invited and remember meeting and fist bumping Donald Trump, who 

evidently didn’t shake hands back then.

As my relationship with Howard continued over the years, I came to 

appreciate what a warm-hearted guy Howard is. He always refers to me 

as “that hippie in DC,” which is fine with me. He is grounded by all the 

years he has practiced Transcendental Meditation, and his family and 

success have given me a great respect for him.

(L-R) With Howard at his book signing for Private Parts, 1994.
Credit: © Bob Avicolli/Cerphe Archive
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every morning on the fly. Grease could weave a story, make you laugh, 

and bam, you’re back in the music. This was a true gift, I thought. I had 

never heard anyone like him.

And for me, it was wonderful to be part of this DC 101 team. The 

people were cool, and the station was at 1150 Connecticut Ave and M 

Street, NW, downtown in the heart of the city and in the thick of things. 

As the population grew, Washington became more of an important radio 

market. Howard Stern had left us in very good shape ratings-wise, and 

the Grease picked up the baton and ran with it.

He became very successful. The Washington Post reported Doug 

was the highest paid radio DJ in Washington at $400,000 a year. He and 

his wife Anita bought a stately house in Potomac and frequently invited 

his friends, including Susan and me, out on his boat, the Good Ship 

(L-R): Doug “Greaseman” Tracht, Asher “Adam Smasher” Benrubi, Bill Scanlan, 
Dave “Young Dave” Brown, and me at DC 101 in 1988. 
Credit: © Cerphe Archive 
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I asked him if he saw the movie J. Edgar. He said, “I didn’t because I 

heard they had some assertions that he dressed in women’s clothes. That 

is absolute nonsense.”

Liddy left the FBI to practice law in New York City, and then went 

on to become prosecutor for Duchess County, where he arrested LSD 

guru Timothy Leary. I asked him about that: “Leary and I toured college 

towns debating issues. He was basically a romantic comedian. I arrested 

him twice,” Liddy says. “The interesting thing is that he was a highly 

intelligent man, unlike that other guy I used to hate. The gonzo guy, 

Hunter Thompson. Hunter was a bright guy, too. When he was sober, 

he was sharp as a tack. But he was an alcoholic and cocaine addict. We 

appeared together on the college lecture circuit but he would end up 

With the G-Man at WJFK in 1994.
Credit: © Cerphe Archive



I first saw the Rolling Stones on TV in 1964. I loved them. Like The 

Beatles, they had the intangible mojo. They had the ‘it” factor. I 

didn’t know exactly what that was, but I knew I wanted some of it. I saw 

them live at the Boston Garden in 1969. This was their first American 

tour since 1966, and the first with Mick Taylor, who replaced Brian 

Jones after Jones’s swimming pool accident (categorized by the British 

police as “death by misadven-

ture”) three months earlier. Their 

1970 live album, Get Yer Ya-Ya’s 
Out!, was recorded during their 

Madison Square Garden shows 

on this tour. They opened with 

“Jumpin’ Jack Flash” and closed 

with “Street Fighting Man.”

Their opening act was 

the Barbarians, a Cape Cod, 

Massachusetts, band that had the 

hit “Are You a Boy or Are You 

a Girl?” The drummer, Victor 
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With Keith Richards at DAR Constitution 
Hall in 1988.
Credit: © Cerphe Archives 
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Moulton, nicknamed “Moulty,” lost his hand as the result of a pipe bomb 

explosion when he was a teen.

We ran a contest for listeners to win tickets to the Stones 2002 

“Licks” tour show at FedEx Field when I was at CBS radio, 94.7 The 

Globe. For listeners to win tickets to a concert is one thing. A ticket to 

get backstage is another thing. But a ticket to see and meet the Rolling 

Stones is the mother lode. This contest was a big deal.

It was also my chance to see Keith Richards again. We first met at 

DAR Constitution Hall in 1988 when he toured with his side group, 

the X-Pensive Winos. That was a tight show. Keith had guitarist Waddy 

Wachtel, saxman Bobby Keys, and drummer Steve Jordan, among oth-

ers. This was during one of the big fall-outs between Keith and Mick 

over where the Stones were heading. Mick was chasing current trends 

At FedEx Field with 98 Rock’s Sarah Fleischer, WRNR’s Bob Waugh, and others, 2002. 
Credit: © Cerphe Archive


